We give an algorithm that determines the number tr(S) of straight line triangulations of a set S of n points in the plane in worst case time O(n 2 2 n ). This is the the first algorithm that is provably faster than enumeration, since tr(S) is known to be Ω(2.43 n ) for any set S of n points. Our algorithm requires exponential space.
INTRODUCTION
For the purposes of this paper a plane graph on a set S of points in the plane is a set E of straight line segments joining points in S that do not intersect except in common endpoints. We will feel free to switch without much ado between the geometric view of such a graph and the discrete view afforded by the naturally associated abstract graph. Let PG(S) denote the set of all plane graphs on S. The set PG(S) has received considerable research attention along with some of its subsets, like the set of all plane perfect matchings (all 1-regular graphs in PG(S)), the set of all plane cycle covers (all 2-regular graphs in PG(S)), the set of all plane spanning cycles (all connected 2-regular graphs), the set of all plane spanning trees (all connected graphs in PG(S) with a minimal number of edges), and finally the set of all plane triangulations (all graphs in PG(S) with a maximal number of edges). We will refer to those different subsets of PG(S) as classes.
For all these classes exponential lower and upper bounds have been proven for their sizes [4, 24, 13, 3, 18, 27, 26, 14, 25, 23, 2] , i.e. statements of the form "for any planar set S of n points the number of plane perfect matchings is Ω(c n 1 ) and O(c n 2 )." However, typically c1 and c2 are (too) far apart. In some cases the general lower bounds are trivial: e.g. points in convex position admit only one plane spanning cycle.
There has been some interesting work [10, 9, 14, 20, 26] on relating the sizes of those classes: E.g. it is easy to see that the number of plane graphs of S is not more than 2 3n times the number of plane triangulations of S. The fact proven by Razen and Welzl [20] that the number plane graphs of S is at least 2 3n/2 times the number of plane triangulations of S, however, is far from trivial. The same can be said for the result of Sharir, Sheffer, and Welzl that the number of plane perfect matchings of S is at most O(1.1067 n ) times the number of plane triangulations of S. Still, our understanding of these relationships is quite rudimentary.
A different line of research has addressed the problem of computing the sizes of those various classes of plane graphs for a given point set S. Efficient enumeration algorithms are known for all these classes, where "efficient" means polynomial overhead per produced graph. But the interesting problem is to determine the size N of such a class in time that is substantially less than N . So far this has been only accomplished for the class of all plane graphs in a recent paper of Razen and Welzl [20] , who manage to determine |PG(S)| in time roughly O |PG(S)| /2 3n/2 . However, their method does involve enumerating all plane triangulations of S.
This paper deals with the class of plane triangulations of S. We will refer to it by T (S) and we will use tr(S) = |T (S)|. There has been considerable work determining lower and upper bounds for tr(S). Currently the best bounds known are [23, 26] 
where n = |S|. There has also been a fair number of papers on computing tr(S) given S: The reverse search method of Avis and Fukuda [7] can be applied to enumerate (see [8] for a particularly fast realization), Katoh and Tanigawa [15] consider more general enumeration problems, Aichholzer [1] proposed a divide-and-conquer method base on so-called triangulation paths, Ray and Seidel [19] exploited dynamic programming, and Alvarez, Bringmann, and Ray [6] applied a sweep approach based on triangulation paths and also proposed a method that exploited the onion layer structure of a point set, see [5] . This last approach achieved the so far best worst case running time with a bound of O(3.1414 n ). It should be noted that it is unlikely that a polynomial time counting method will be found, since a closely related problem was shown to be NP-hard [16, 22] and even W [2]-hard [5] .
In this paper we give an algorithm that determines tr(S) in worst case time O(n 2 2 n ) and space O(n2 n ). This running time can well be called substiantially less than tr(S), since, as already mentioned, tr(S) ≥ Ω(2.43 n ). The algorithm is suprisingly simple given how long this problem has been studied already. We have implemented the new method and report some experimental results. Our approach can also be used to count all triangulations of S that contain a prescribed set of edges, to find an "optimum" triangulation with respect to certain "decomposable" optimization criteria, or to generate triangulations of S uniformly at random.
THE ALGORITHM
Let S = {p1, . . . , pn} be a set of n points in the plane. We assume that S is not contained in a straight line, otherwise there would be no triangulations to count. For the sake of ease of exposition we assume that no three points in S are colinear and no two points lie on a common vertical line. Thus we can assume without loss of generality that the points in S are indexed by increasing x-coordinate. A monotone chain for S is a polygonal chain that connects the leftmost point p1 and the rightmost point pn, contains only points of S as vertices, and intersects every vertical line at most once.
Let T be some plane triangulation of S. From now on we will omit the adjective "plane." A monotone chain in triangulation T is a monotone chain for S all whose segments are edges of the triangulation T .
For a monotone chain C in T let ∆T (C) be the set of triangles of T that lie below C. We call a triangle t of T an advance for C if it lies above C and ∆T (C) ∪ {t} = ∆T (C ′ ) for some monotone chain C ′ in T . We say that in this case C advances to C ′ . Note that there are two different types of advances. Let the advance triangle t be spanned by points pi, pj, p k , with i < j < k, which also means pi is to the left of pj which in turn is to the left of p k . The following is folklore: Lemma 1. Let T be some triangulation of S. For any monotone chain C in T there is an advance triangle, unless C consists only of edges of the upper boundary of the convex hull of S.
Proof. Let C be a monotone chain in T , let C be a maximal subchain of C containing no "upper hull edges," and let p h and p ℓ the left and right endpoints of C. Note that for each edge e = [pi, pj] of C there is a unique triangle te of T that contains e and lies above C. Let p be the corner of te that is not on e. Assign the orientation left, right, or none to e depending on whether p is to the left of pi, to the right of pj or "between" pi and pj. If some edge e of C has orientation none then te constitutes an advance triangle. So assume orientation none does not occur. Note that if e = [pi, pj] is oriented right and the next segment e ′ = [pj , p k ] is oriented left, then te = t e ′ and this triangle constitutes an advance triangle. But note that such a configuration must occur since the leftmost edge of C must be oriented right and the rightmost edge of C must be oriented left.
Every monotone chain C in T (except for the topmost one) must have some advance. As a matter of fact it can have several of them. But it has a unique leftmost one, t, i.e. no other advance triangle intersects C to the left of t. This means that for every triangulation T there is a unique sequence C0, . . . , CM of monotone chains in T , where C0 is formed by the lower boundary of the convex hull, CM by the upper boundary of the convex hull, and each C ℓ is obtained from C ℓ−1 by a leftmost advance. Here M is the number of triangles in T , which must be 2n − h − 2, where n = |S| and h is the number of points in S that are on the boundary of the convex hull of S. We call this unique sequence of chains a leftmost advancing sweep of T .
Thus in order to count the number of triangulations of S it suffices to count the number of leftmost advancing sweeps. We will do this by forming a directed acyclic graph GS in which source-sink paths correspond 1-1 with leftmost advancing sweeps. Counting all such source-sink paths can easily be done in time linear in the size of GS by traversing its nodes in topological order.
The nodes of GS will be marked monotone chains for S. Such a marked chain is simply a monotone chain for S with one of its edges marked. It can be denoted by the pair (C, ℓ), where C is a monotone chain and ℓ is an integer indicating that the ℓ-th edge e ℓ of C is marked (counting from left to right).
We define a successor relation on such marked monotone chains. Let (C, ℓ) be one such marked monotone chain. Let em = [pi, pj] with m ≥ ℓ be the m-th edge of C. First assume there is some pµ in S that lies "between" pi and pj (i.e. i < µ < j), that lies above em, and for which the triangle spanned by em and pµ contains no point of S in its interior. Consider the monotone chain C ′ obtained from C by replacing edge em by the sequence of two edges [pi, pµ], [pµ, pj]. We define each marked monotone chain (C ′ , m) obtained this way to be a successor of (C, ℓ).
Next assume that chain C contains two consecutive edges em−1, em with m ≥ ℓ so that the triangle spanned by those two edges lies above C and contains no points of S in its interior. Let pi, pj, p k be the three endpoints of the two segments in left to right order, and consider the monotone chain C ′ obtained from C by replacing em−1, em by edge [pi, p k ]. We define each marked monotone chain (C ′ , m − 1) obtained this way to be a successor of (C, ℓ).
Our DAG GS contains an edge from (C, ℓ) to (C ′ , m) iff (C ′ , m) is a successor of (C, ℓ). Let B be the bottom-most monotone chain for S, i.e. B contains the sequence of edges on the lower boundary of the convex hull of S. Analogously let U be the top-most monotone chain for S, i.e. the sequence of edges of the upper boundary of the convex hull of S. Let C be some monotone chain for S. The following can easily be proven by induction:
There is a 1-1 correspondence between the directed paths in GS from (B, 1) to (C, k) and the triangulations of the area A sandwiched between chains B and C whose leftmost advancing sweep has as last advance a triangle t whose leftmost upper boundary edge is the k-th edge of C.
The triangulation of A must of course include also all points of S as vertices that lie between B and C. Note that for a given chain C all such triangulations have the same number of triangles. We refer to this number as the level of C. The induction for proving this claim is on this level number. Since for any triangulation of S the leftmost advancing sweep has as last advance a triangle whose upper boundary is part of the top-most chain U we get that every path in GS from (B, 1) to (U, k) for some k corresponds to a leftmost advancing sweep of some triangulations of S. Adding a "top" vertex ⊤ to GS that has an edge to it from every marked chain (U, k) we get our main theorem:
Theorem 3. The number of triangulations of S is the number of paths in GS from source (B, 1) to sink ⊤.
The number of those source sink paths can be determined in time O(n 2 2 n ) and using space O(n2 n ) in the worst case.
Proof. After the preceding discussion we only need to prove the resource bounds.
Determining the number of source-sink paths in a DAG can be achieved by the following algorithm: store a counter with each node that is initialized to 0; initialize the counter of the source to 1; iterate through the vertices in topological order and for each vertex add its countervalue to the counter of each of its successors.
The time necessary for this algorithm is proportional to the number of edges of the DAG GS. Since each monotone chain for S is uniquely identified by a subset of S there are at most 2 n chains (actually 2
The algorithm does not need to store edges, since given a marked chain, its successors can be computed in O(n) time after polynomial preprocessing. Thus only space for the O(n2 n ) nodes of GS is necessary and the claimed space bound follows.
A short remark on the model of computation: since we use exponential space we have to work with a RAM with linear word size. Therefore it is fair to assume that our counters which can take on exponentially large values can be stored in a single word and can be added in constant time.
GENERALIZATIONS
Our approach admits some easy generalizations. For example, it can be used to determine the number of all triangulations of a set S that are constrained to contain a certain set R of edges. It suffices to observe that such constrained triangulations also have a unique leftmost advancing sweep and to adjust the successor relation for the definition of the DAG GS so that segments that cross edges in R are never considered.
The approach can also be used to compute an "optimal" triangulation of S, as long as the function to be optimzed is sufficiently well-behaved. It suffices that the function is defined for any triangulation of any polygonal domain D, and for any triangle t the optimum value over all triangulations of D ∪ t that contain t can be obtained from the optimum value for D and from t. In our algorithm D will be the domain between the bottom chain B and the chain C under consideration and t is the advance triangle sandwiched between C and the successor chain under consideration.
Examples of such well behaved functions are the sum or the maximum of the weights of the triangles (or edges) in a triangulation where the weights are arbitrary numbers assigned to each triangle spanned by three points in S. For instance, you could assign to each triangle t the weight |area(t) − µ)|, where µ is the area of the convex hull of S divided by M , and M is the number of triangles in any triangulation of S, i.e. M = 2n − h − 2, with n = |S| and h the number of points in S that are on the boundary of the convex hull of S. The triangulation that minimizes the sum or the maximum of these weights then consists of triangles whose areas deviate from the mean minimally.
Of course such optimization problems can also be solved for constrained triangulations.
Finally, our approach yields a method for generating a random triangulation of S truly uniformly, unbiased. More precisely, we can preprocess a given point set in time O(n 2 2 n ) to produce a data structure of size O(n 2 2 n ) from which we can then generate triangulations of S truly uniformly at random at cost O(n 2 ) per triangulation. In spite of the large preprocessing cost this can be quite useful. For instance, we have used this approach to estimate the proportion of the triangulations of S that are regular [12, page 55] by taking sufficiently many random samples and testing each sample triangulation for regularity (which just amounts to solving a linear program). This gave us strong empirical evidence that the proportion of regular triangulations of n points, of which k are extreme, goes to 0 with increasing n, when k stays fixed. Details will be described elsewhere.
Here is the random generation method: First we compute the graph GS along with the counter values for each node. We remove all nodes that are not reachable from the source vertex (B, 1) or from which you cannot reach sink vertex ⊤.
We choose a random triangulation by constructing a random path: choose a random number r between 1 and tr(S) and construct the r-th source-sink path in reverse order as follows: Starting with v = ⊤ you proceed until v = (B, 1) doing the following: consider the predecessors of v in a canonical order and subtract their counts from r as long as r would stay positive; choose that last predecessor as new v. It is an easy exercise to see that each source-sink path is chosen this way with equal probability and hence each triangulation is chosen with equal probability.
COUNTING OTHER CROSSING-FREE STRUCTURES
The main new ingredient in our method is the reduction to counting source-sink paths in a directed acyclic graph. Wettstein and Welzl [28] have managed to discover similar such reductions for counting or enumerating various other crossing free structures on a planar point set, such as perfect matchings, spanning cycles, spanning trees, or all plane graphs.
DEAD ENDS
We were hoping that our approach could be adapted to determine the number of (pointed) pseudotriangulations of a point set S. So far this has been in vain. The main reason is that Lemma 1 may fail in this context.
Even more importantly, we were hoping that our approach could lead to an improved upper bound for the number of triangulations that every point set can have. The hope was that a combinatorial description of a leftmost advancing sweep would suffice to specify the actual geometric sweep. This combinatorial description would be something of the form: advance chain C by replacing edges e k , e k+1 by a single edge, then advance replacing edge em = [pi, pj] by the two edges [pi, p λ ], [p λ , pj] (without specifying p λ ), and so on. If this were possible, then a 27 n upper bound for the number of triangulations of S would follow, since it is relatively easy to show via a labelling argument that there are at most 3 3n "combinatorial leftmost advancing sweeps."
However, there is an old example of Günter Rote [21] that shows that there are point sets that admit two different triangulations that are isomorphic even if the edges are all oriented left to right. Figure 3 shows such a point set. But it is easy to see that two such isomorphic triangulations must have leftmost advancing sweeps that have identical combinatorial descriptions, and thus the combinatorial description by itself cannot specify a unique triangulation. 
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Our approach is space-intensive. Thus saving space is of utmost importance.
First of all we never store the entire DAG GS. We proceed level by level and only store the nodes of at most two consecutive levels. Recall that the level of a chain is the number of triangles in any triangulation below that chain. Say we have proceeded to level s and we have produced the set Ls of all marked chains of that level that can be reached from source chain (B, 1). We initialize an empty dictionary for Ls+1. We iterate over Ls and for each marked chain (C, k) we generate its successors and for each successor we insert it into Ls+1 if it is not there already and we add (C, k)'s counter value to the counter value of the successor. After this we can delete (C, k).
Note that a marked chain may not have any successors and may form a "dead end" in GS. It is of course desirable to avoid such dead ends as much as possible. So we need conditions that tell us that a given marked chain (C, k) cannot possibly reach ⊤ in GS so that we can remove (C, k) from further consideration right away. A sufficient condition for dismissal of (C, k) is the following: Among the leftmost k −1 edges of C there is one that is only visible by points of S that are on or above C and that are left of the k-th edge e k .
The only obstacle for visibility is the chain C. Clearly in such a situation any leftmost advancing sweep would have had to advance on a triangle left of e k before, and hence (C, k) cannot occur in such a sweep.
The entries of the dictionaries Ls are of the form (key, value), where key is a bit vector representing (C, k) and value is a possibly large integer. (C, k) can be represented by a bit vector of length n + log 2 n with n bits specifiying which points of S are vertices of C and the other bits giving the binary representation of k. For all we know value could be an integer as large as 30 n , at least this is the best upper bound currently known. Instead of reserving so much space for counters we can resort to Chinese Remaindering and count modulo some prime P , for which we only need a fixed number of bits. By running the algorithm several times for different primes and applying the Chinese Remainder Theorem to the resulting count remainders we can recover the true final count.
The dictionaries Ls must allow fast search, insertion, and enumeration. Hashing is a natural choice for the realization of such dictionaries. We have found simple hashing with chaining to be too wasteful in space because of the need for pointers. We finally used cuckoo hashing which is reasonably fast and gets by without pointers.
It is possible to avoid dictionaries alltogether. When processing L k simply forego searching and generate copies of (key,value) pairs. In the end we sort on key and aggregate the values of duplicates to one value. This has proven to be too wasteful in terms of space when run on a single machine. However, this way of proceeding is a typical "map-reduce" step [11] . Thus if we are interested in solving large instances using clusters of computers this may well be the simplest way to proceed. Currently the map-reduce paradigm is mostly used for a single step. Our algorithm would need iterated map-reduce steps.
EXPERIMENTS
We have implemented our sweep approach and have compared it to two other algorithms, namely the dynamic programming algorithm of [19] and the sn-paths algorithm of [5] . The latter algorithm is tuned for point sets that have few onion layers, i.e. they can be decomposed into the vertex sets of few nested convex polygons. All algorithms were run on a machine with 128 Gigabytes of main memory. Tables 1 through 3 give some comparisons of running times and space usage. The first table considers n points chosen uniformly at random in a square, the second table considers point sets that essentially are nested triangles, the last table considers points chosen randomly from k = 3 concentric circles. In these tables h denotes the number of extreme points of the respective set and k denotes the number of its onion layers. The term "Base" denotes the n-th root of the number to the left; "# Sub-problems" in "sweep-algo" denotes the maximum number of marked chains encountered at any level.
The sweep algorithm is particularly superior for random input instances, where it could solve problems with up to 50 points, which was completely out of reach before. As expected, the sn-path algorithm performs extremely well for point sets with few onion layers.
The sweep algorithm performs very poorly if all points are in convex position. Figure 4 gives a brief account of this phenomenon.
We also made preliminary experiments with the sweep algorithm for the constrained version of the problem. Figure 5 illustrates those results with two examples. One has a perfect matching as constraint set, the other one the edeges of the minimum spanning tree. Note that the latter example could of course also be solved using dynamic programming, which would take only O(n 3 ) time. Table 1 : n random points in a square. 
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